164	NOTES	5-4.
134. we sing The song that follows is therefore not
a solo as before*
137. and these things finish Another very feeble
phrase.
138-43, F. heads this 'Song' and prints in italics.
The words 'we sing' (1. 134) indicate that more than
one voice is required, while the matter is obviously one
for a chorus. 'Both the thought and the form of the
thought in this "Song" seem to me as unlike Shake-
speare's as they could well be, and no less unworthy of
his genius; and for the same reasons I think it not im-
probable that the whole of Hymen's part is from
another pen than his* (Grant White).
141. High an adverb not an adjective.
145. Even daughter etc. Critics seem to agree that
the Duke is here still addressing Celia and telling her
that he welcomes her as a daughter; but how obscure
and tortuous the language is! 'The rhyme/ as Verity
puts it, 'accounts for the curious turn of the explosion/
The language of II. 146-47 is even more strained.
147, S JX F. 'Enter Second Brother/ The speech
is also headed *2. Bro.' The designation, borrowed
probably from 'the second son' (1. 149), is clearly
a part-name to distinguish this Jaques from the other.
The name of this brother occurs only once in the play,
at i. i. 5, and no one in the audience would be at all
likely to remember it. We may indeed ask why the
third De Boys should be dragged in here at all when a
messenger would have done equally well; perhaps he
played a more considerable part in the original draft.
J53* 0* foot (F2) F. *oh foote'—some copies
(cf. Methuen facsimile).
 157.	an old'religious mani.e. a hermit or monk. One
wonders whether he once had something to do with
Rosalind's imaginary undej cf. 5. 2. 58-68$ 5. 4.
31-4-
 158.	question v. G. converted Such a conversion

